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Our proven process
Accumulated lessons learned and input from our clients before, during
and after PLEX implementations have solidified our process; proven to
work in small business environments to large geographically spread
enterprise organizations.

We know the plant floor
The ERP implementation team takes the time to understand your
business processes, culture and objectives. We offer the experience of
having managed the I.T. function for manufacturers with over one billion
in annual sales and locations in five continents.

We listen to your team
We understand that listening to your employees closely, from the shop
floor to the top floor, will make for a smooth transition to PLEX. Our team
won’t tell your team things you already know, and will stay focused on
reaching the goals and timeline of your transition to PLEX.

We understand your business
Our mission is to identify opportunities that will optimize your business in
every functional area throughout the organization. So that our clients can
allocate resources on what matters most.
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Operation

Months Average
Launch Time

Service Tickets
Closed Daily

Systems X has been implementing PLEX as a customer before becoming a certified service partner.
Ours is a path of internal experience that transformed into empowering companies to leverage the PLEX
Manufacturing Cloud for the automotive, aerospace and plastics industries.
We are a group of veteran I.T. professionals with the capabilities to ensure a smooth transition from
existing processes to PLEX operations that’s easy on employees, managers and your budget.

2003

Founded by Rubens Perdomo

2014

Became PLEX Certified service partner

2016

2013

Launched Systems X as international MSP
Recognized Uruguay development office

2015

Acquired 12,000 SF Kentucky Field Office

Launched PLEX Mexico Operations
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Capable
Initial configuration and setup
Our implementation specialists will assist with the initial PLEX configuration to
ensure that each step of your manufacturing process is accounted for. After the
implementation is completed, we apply continuous improvement processes
alongside your team that continue to drive down costs and improve results.

IT resource setup and training
From small to large PLEX launches, we have prepared PLEX workstation carts,
IT infrastructure, wireless and network security components that play a critical
role in the implementation process. Our team will ensure that each end user has
a complete understanding of how to operate their function within PLEX, from the
shop floor to the top floor.

Automotive background
Our roots are in the design, integration and management of IT functions within
the assembly line process for global automotive suppliers and manufacturers.
We have a deep understanding of ERP requirements for automotive part
manufacturing, assembly and traceability.
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Trusted
Every step of the way
Our proven processes will lay the foundation for the PLEX implementation. With a project plan that is
clearly defined, monitored and managed you can have peace of mind that your ERP transition to the
PLEX Manufacturing Cloud will be completed on time and within budget.

IMPLEMENT

Define scope, authorize process and budget, and assign
necessary resources and deploy PLEX

TRAIN

Share knowledge and empower users at the endpoint to
leverage PLEX to their advantage

SUPPORT

Create continuous improvement of and technical support
tailored to how your team uses PLEX

PARTNER

Identify the opportunities to grow your business inside and
outside of PLEX

Partners in your business success
Small and large manufacturing operations benefit from implementing PLEX with Systems X. We realize
that technology is a key component to the success of today's business world and helping companies use it
effectively is what we do. Our clients benefit from the combined experience of our staff as well as the cost
conscious approach we use.
Systems X develops long-term relationships with our clients as their trusted technology advisor
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We look forward to
hearing from you

Rubens Perdomo
President
(586)-684-5250
rubens.perdomo@systems-x.com

Daniel Czarnik
Director of ERP Services
(586) 684-5249
daniel.czarnik@systems-x.com

Karen Kiewski
Director of Client Services
(586) 684-5252
karen.kiewski@systems-x.com

LEARN MORE AT

systems-x.com/plex

